Now, What Do I Do with That?
How to Dispose of Medications
at Your Pharmacy
Supporting Those Who Serve the
Health of Their Communities
This document is confidential and exclusive to Sharps Compliance, Inc.
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Agenda
• Infectious waste definition
• Disposal of infectious waste
(Sharps and red bag waste)
• Types of medications in pharmacies
• Non-controlled medications
• Controlled substances
• Hazardous medications and USP
<800>
• Hazardous waste pharmaceuticals
• Medication disposal solutions
pros and cons
• Sharps Compliance disposal solutions
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Infectious Waste Defined by OSHA
• OSHA’s Bloodborne Pathogens Standard defines regulated medical waste (AKA infectious waste) as the
following:
• Liquid or semi-liquid blood/OPIM
• Items that release blood/OPIM when compressed (squeezed)
• Items caked with dried blood/OPIM and releases flakes during handling
• Sharps
• Pathological and microbiological waste
• OPIM consists of internal bodily fluids and unfixed tissues none of which you should see in a pharmacy
• OPIM DOES NOT includes sputum, tears, sweat, or nasal secretions in any amount unless contains
visible blood
• Retail pharmacies generally produce the following RMW:
• Sharps Waste from immunizations and vaccinations, including COVID-19 vaccine
• Red Bag Waste usually minimal but these days comprised of COVID-19 testing waste
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Sharps Disposal Solutions
2-gallon sharps container most utilized due to quantity of
injections

• Service: Shipback solutions or direct service

UPS Shipback

• Shipback can be USPS or UPS return shipping
• Place syringes, needles, or empty vials, including
COVID-19 vaccine vials
USPS Mailback

• Direct service customer places full sharps
container into transport box
• Shipback Max return weight: 17 lbs.
• Direct Service max return weight: 45 lbs.
• EpiPen disposal in Connecticut, Minnesota, and
Washington must be in a black sharps container as
they are considered HWP in those states
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OSHA Sharps
Containment Requirements
• Place sharps container close to injection location
• Place used sharps immediately into sharps container
• Always keep sharps container upright
• Do not share sharps containers among immunizing
providers
• Close lid on sharps container when moving
container between locations
• Once ¾ full (full to fill line), seal the sharps
container’s lid closed
• Once sharps container is full and sealed place into
shipback system and ship or into transport box
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Vaccines – Including COVID Vaccines
• Vaccines can come in a variety of delivery devices:
• Single-dose vial (SDV)
• Multidose vial (MDV)
• Prefilled syringes
Is the vaccine a hazardous waste pharmaceutical (HWP) or not?
• Yes - if vaccine is an MDV, it likely contains a preservative like thimerosal or cresol, which makes it a
hazardous waste pharmaceutical requiring disposal as a hazardous waste in a black sharps container.

᷀ However, once administered to patient, empty syringe is not hazardous and is placed in a red
sharps container and empty vial into the trash as it is not hazardous either*.
• No - HINT: All COVID vaccines fit into this category - if it is a SDV or prefilled syringe, administer to the
patient and then place the syringe in the red sharps container and the empty vial into the trash*.
What if my vial or prefilled syringe is full or partially full?
• If MDV with preservative, then contact your hazardous waste provider for disposal solution
• If SDV or prefilled syringe, place in a yellow sharps container which is marked for incineration.
*Some states consider empty vials to be a sharp due to the potential for breakage. Therefore, they’re required to be disposed of
in sharps container, whether empty or not. Empty MDVs are NOT considered HWP.
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How Do I Dispose of COVIDTesting Materials?
• COVID waste is defined by DOT as Category B waste and per
OSHA and CDC, should be handled the same as any other
Category B waste
• Utilize standard precautions when handling waste – selection of
appropriate PPE for the duties performing
• Many states have developed more stringent
recommendations/requirements that COVID waste be handled as
regulated waste and not trash, so consult your state’s health
department
• Generators may also decide to overclassify COVID waste and
dispose of as regulated waste
• Rapid COVID tests and testing materials are NOT hazardous waste
per manufacturers
• Pharmacies performing COVID testing may place all PPE, testing
materials, specimens, and rapid tests into red bags if
overclassifying. If not, just testing device and swab go in red bag.
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Red Bag Waste
Containment
• Mailback solutions or direct service options available
• Mailback available in USPS or UPS shipping

Max Weights:
• UPS: 50 lbs
• USPS: 35 lbs
• Transport Box: 45 lbs

• Place full sealed sharps containers, PPE, and testing materials
• If utilizing a transport box as the primary container for testing waste,
you must double bag the containers to meet shipping requirements
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Types of Medications for Disposal in Retail Pharmacies
Types of Pharmaceutical Waste

Who Regulates Meds

• Inventory medications

• DEA regulates controlled
substances

• Controlled
• Non-controlled
• Hazardous medications
• Hazardous waste
pharmaceuticals

• Ultimate-User Medications

• EPA regulates hazardous
waste pharmaceuticals
• NIOSH regulates
hazardous medications

• Most states have
additional regulations
related to disposal of all
medication types
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Medication Disposal Decision Tree
Non-Controlled &
Non-HWP

Inhaler Shipback

MedSafe Basic

Hazardous
Drugs

Hazardous Waste
Pharmaceuticals

Controlled
Substances

Are they also an
HWP?

Contact your
hazardous waste
provider.

DEA Pail

No

Yes
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Manual Destruction
Pros
• Seemingly easier
• Seemingly more cost effective
• Seemingly neater disposal

Cons
•
•
•
•
•

Does not actually destroy medications
As a regulated entity CANNOT throw in trash
Does not stop diversion
Does not meet DEA’s non-retrievable standard
Does not meet EPA’s disposal requirement

• $$$ - Triple pay for medication destruction –
pay for container, substance, and service to
destroy the medications
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Chemical Destruction
Pros
• Seemingly easier
• Seemingly more cost effective
• Seemingly neater disposal

Cons
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Must follow directions EXACTLY for it to work
Often does not fully dissolve medications
Not all types of medications allowed
As a regulated entity CANNOT throw in trash
Does not meet DEA’s non-retrievable standard
Does not meet EPA’s disposal requirement
Must dispose of as hazardous waste

• $$ - Double pay for medication destruction – pay
for container and hazardous waste disposal service
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Direct to Manufacturer
Pros

Cons

• Seemingly easier
• Seemingly neater disposal
• Credit for medications returned

• Cumbersome to get manufactures to
pick up the medications
• Must store medications until picked
up by the manufacturer
• Complicated process to return
medications and receive credit
• Most manufacturers will not/do not
want to take back
• Manufacturer has to foot bill for
compliant destruction of medication
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Reverse Distributor
Pros

Cons

• Easier
• Compliant and cost-effective
destruction
• Professional service
• Environmentally friendly
destruction/disposal

• Must make sure licensed to take type
of medication waste
• Make sure timely pickup
• Make sure to provide compliant
disposal containers for type of
medication waste
• Rely on customer for compliant
segregation of different pharma
waste
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How Waste Is Treated
High-pressure medical waste autoclave
sterilizers provide safe and economical
treatment and processing of biohazardous
waste – your sharps and red bag waste.
High-temperature incineration offers
assured destruction of pharmaceutical
waste to meet both the DEA’s nonretrievable standard and the EPA’s
destruction requirement.
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MedSafe Basic
• What can go into MedSafe Basic:
Non-controlled & non-HWP medications
• Shipping Method: UPS mailback
• Special Considerations:
• Leave medication in original containers
• Don’t have to mark out HPI since boxes not
reopened and destroyed meeting DEA’s nonretrievable standard even though no controlled
substances are allowed

What is NOT allowed:
ꓫ NO controlled substances
ꓫ NO HWPs or other hazardous waste

ꓫ NO gas-propelled inhalers
ꓫ NO sharps
ꓫ NO biohazardous waste
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Inhaler Shipback
Disposal System
• What can go into Inhaler Shipback: Empty or
partially empty aerosol / puff inhalers (MDI) but
may also place DPIs as well
• Shipping Method: UPS ground transport
• Special Considerations:
• Leave spacer on inhaler to protect the stem
from breaking
• Don’t have to mark out HPI since boxes not
reopened
What can’t go into pail:

ꓫ NO other medications except inhalers
ꓫ NO other aerosols

MDI

DPI

ꓫ NO hazardous waste pharmaceuticals
ꓫ NO sharps
ꓫ NO infectious waste
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Direct Service
Transport Box
• What can go into pickup transport box:
Non-controlled and non- HWP
• Weight Limit: 45 pounds
• Shipping Method: Route-based pickup
• Special Considerations:
• Leave medication in original containers

• Pharma label must be on box to indicate
incineration
• What can’t go into transport box:
ꓫ NO controlled substances
ꓫ NO HWPs
ꓫ NO aerosol / puff inhalers
ꓫ NO infectious waste
ꓫ NO loose sharps
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DEA Pail
• What can go into DEA Pail:
Controlled substances ONLY
• Shipping Method: UPS mailback
• Special Considerations:
• ONLY the DEA registrant who purchased the
controlled substances may dispose of them!
• Customer will be provided the required
inventory sheet.
• Once inventory sheet is received back and
approved, the pail will be sent to customer.
• Upon receipt at our treatment facility, pail
contents will be matched with the inventory
sheet. If there are any discrepancies, then
customer will be contacted for
clarification/correction.
• Once approved, pail will be incinerated.
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Hazardous Drug
Spill Kit
With USP <800> came changes in handling procedures for
hazardous drugs.
From the hazardous drug waste perspective, there were
two major changes that all handlers of hazardous drugs
must comply with:
• All working materials (pads, PPE, instruments,
tubing, IV bags, etc.) must now be disposed of as
trace chemo waste even if NOT visibly soiled.
• Anyone that handles hazardous drugs MUST have a
hazardous drug spill kit on-hand to clean up
hazardous drug spills.
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TakeAway
Medication Envelope
• Pharmacy Role: May either give or sell to patients
• Who can use: Ultimate user (patient) in the
privacy of their home
• Shipping Method: USPS mail-back
• General Information:
• Meets and exceeds the DEA Final Rule
requirements for ultimate-user controlled
substance disposal
• Specially designed nondescript packaging
with unique tracking features
• Sharps Compliance treatment facility is a DEA
Registered Reverse Distributor and Collector
• NO sharps are allowed
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MedSafe
• Pharmacy Role: Lease or purchase MedSafe
• Who can use: Ultimate users come to pharmacy to deposit their
unwanted medications into MedSafe THEMSELVES
• What can go into MedSafe: All home medications, including
controlled substances (Sched II-V)
• Shipping Method: Shipback. Prepaid postage via common carrier
(UPS) except AK, HI, and PR where it must be USPS
• Special Considerations:
•

Must be visible from the pharmacy counter

•

Secured to a permanent structure

•

Pharmacy staff must monitor MedSafe – if you see
someone placing something not allowed say something

•

When pharmacy is closed or staff not able to monitor
MedSafe, depository door must be locked

•

Consumer must dispose of medications THEMSELVES –
pharmacy staff MAY NOT dispose for the consumer

ꓫ NO illegal/illicit drugs, universal or hazardous waste, sharps,
inhalers, or infectious waste
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Hazardous Waste
Pharmaceuticals
(HWP)
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Hazardous Waste Pharmaceutical Disposal
HWP Examples:
• Blood thinners
• Hormones

• Vaccines with preservatives

Depending upon other items sold at the
pharmacy, they may have other types of
hazardous waste (HW) that will need
disposal.

• Bulk chemotherapy
• Characteristic wastes (toxic, flammable,
combustible, or reactive)
Form Examples:

Pharmacies may have multiple HW
solutions dependent upon the type of
hazard they pose.

• Pills
• Liquids
• Gels/lotions/creams

Contact your HW provider for disposal
options.

• Sharps
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Contact

Wanda Voigt
Director, Regulatory Compliance
Direct: 713.353.1152
Email: wvoigt@sharpsinc.com

Address

Website

9220 Kirby Drive, Suite 500, Houston, Texas 77054

www.sharpsinc.com
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